[Theoretical study of the structure of adenosine deaminase complexes with adenosine analogues: I. Aza-, deaza- and isomeric azadeazaanalogues of adenosine].
The conformational models of the active site of adenosine deaminase (ADA) and its complexes in the basic state with adenosine and 13 isosteric analogues of the aza, deaza, and azadeaza series were constructed. The optimization of the conformational energy of the active site and the nucleoside bound with it in the complex was achieved in the force field of the whole enzyme (the 1ADD structure was used) within the molecular mechanics model using the AMBER 99 potentials. The stable conformational states of each of the complexes, as well as the optimal conformation of the ADA in the absence of ligand, were determined. It was proved that the conformational state that is close to the structure of the ADA complex with 1-deazaadenosine (1ADD) known from the X-ray study corresponds to one of the local minima of the potential surface. Another, a significantly deeper minimum was determined; it differs from the first minimum by the mutual orientation of side chains of amino acid residues. A similar conformational state is optimal for the ADA active site in the absence of the bound ligand. A qualitative correlation exists between the values of potential energies of the complexes in this conformation and the enzymatic activity of ADA toward the corresponding nucleosides. The dynamics of conformational conversions of the active site after the binding of substrate or its analogues, as well as the possibility of the estimation of the inhibitory properties of nucleosides on the basis of calculations, are discussed.